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Boost Innovation and Tackle Your
Modern Business Data Challenges
Enterprises choose Tintri IntelliFlash because it is the industry’s most
versatile Intelligent Infrastructure solution portfolio. Businesses can run all
their applications with maximum reliability and scalable performance on a
single unified storage system with concurrent multimedia and multi-protocol
support. Organizations gain a differentiated combination of performance,
intelligent insights, and time-saving management features to efficiently drive
their most valuable enterprise workloads. AI-driven analytics and autonomous
workload optimization simplify operations for effortless IT productivity and an
exceptional user experience.

Avoid Risk with Industry-Leading Reliability and
Security
Enterprise IT is under constant pressure to deliver continuous application
services. And it can’t take chances when it comes to supporting critical
workloads. With IntelliFlash, your IT department can confidently deploy a
system with no single point of failure on the industry’s most mature platform
for NVMe, all-flash and hybrid storage. IntelliFlash provides advanced analytics
and deep visibility to help IT rapidly resolve bottlenecks and proactively avoid
failures. What about unexpected infrastructure or site outages? Interoperability
across high-performance all-flash and economical hybrid systems protects all
your enterprise data with a cost-effective DR solution.

“The ability to provide NAS and
SAN, virtualized and non-virtualized
workloads, and different storage
media – concurrently in a single

Data centers today are also dealing with a growing number of operational risks
and security threats, including ransomware, which can disrupt continuous
access to business application data. IntelliFlash helps you mitigate the impact
of malicious attacks and encryption viruses by restoring all data with ultralow RTO. You can also take advantage of tamper-proof immutable snapshots
by integrating with leading data protection solutions – on premises or in the
cloud.

system – that can scale to multipetabytes is a major selling
point for enterprises looking
to consolidate workloads and
multiple storage media types. Our
customers greatly appreciate
the ease of use, excellent system
analytics and health management
capabilities that enable IT
generalists to run IntelliFlash
systems. The all-in-one licensing
approach is really the icing on the
cake.”

Consolidate and Scale with Predictable Performance

Dustin Miller, President, CommLink IT

Enterprise data management is complex. Data continues to grow rapidly for
nearly every business – along with the types of data and protocols being
used. Today’s unified storage solutions can help simplify heterogeneous
data management, but they struggle to support large scale growth without
sacrificing performance. IntelliFlash simplifies data and workload consolidation,
so data centers can avoid the need for multiple systems and the cost and
complexity of disparate storage silos. Organizations gain the architectural
freedom and flexibility to meet business and technical goals. With concurrent
support for NAS and SAN protocols, mixed storage media types, and combined
flash and hybrid pools you can support a range of workloads with a single
system. Autonomous optimization eliminates IO contention and patented
intelligent caching accelerates data access on DRAM and flash, so you can
maintain consistent performance for all your workloads, even at multipetabyte scale. You can also perform a range of inline data protection and data
reduction activities, including encryption, snapshots, cloning, deduplication and
compression – all with zero performance impact.
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Drive Efficiencies with Intelligent Infrastructure
Many IT organizations are experiencing a skills gap caused by a rapid expansion
of data center assets and the limited availability of experts to manage these
growing resources. IntelliFlash systems closes the skills gap, offering operational
simplicity that enables IT generalists to manage enterprise storage with zero
training, so your expert staff members can focus their efforts on strategic
activities. Built-in multi-point intelligence keeps your production workloads
unaffected and reduces the amount of time spent on support issues. IT leaders
can accelerate decision-making with a dashboard view of all systems, including
deep, granular visibility into performance characteristics and bottlenecks at the
application, VM and container level. Secure, cloud-based predictive analytics help
improve resource planning for capacity and performance requirements so you
can avoid unnecessary costs due to overprovisioning.

“IntelliFlash blew us away with its
speed and economics. We looked at
a few others, but they didn’t even
come close. And we already had a
very positive experience with the
hybrid [systems], so it was a nobrainer.”
Rob Sheppard, Data Center Manager at the
United Center

Why Choose IntelliFlash?
Because IntelliFlash is a uniquely positioned unified storage solution for file and block data, that’s optimized for virtualized
and native environments. Whether your applications need the exceptional performance of NVMe-flash, the sustained
performance and high density of SAS-flash or an optimal balance of performance and capacity offered by a hybrid system,
the Tintri IntelliFlash portfolio can cost-effectively satisfy all these requirements. To further reduce operational complexity
and expense all IntelliFlash systems share the same operating environment, feature set, and management experience – and
a single all-inclusive license that covers all current and future product functionality.
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“Our database queries run incredibly fast. Having extremely low latency is so important to the visitor experience, and
everything runs smoothly. With latency in sub-millisecond range, patrons are able to seamlessly enjoy a world-class
art experience without interruption.”
Tom Hood, Director of Technology Operations at the Cleveland Museum of Art

IntelliFlash Storage Systems
N-Series
All NVMe performance
to empower the most
demanding enterprise
workloads

IntelliFlash N-Series, built on the industry’s most mature NVMe
platform, offers outstanding performance, operational simplicity,
and unmatched innovation in NVMe flash management.
Enterprises that need NVMe performance to accelerate their
most demanding workloads can now experience the lowest
latencies and fastest data access for improved insights,
decision-making and business results.

H-Series
NVMe-accelerated
hybrid solution for
enterprise workloads
that require optimized
performance and
capacity

IntelliFlash H-Series hybrid flash systems combine the
performance of NVMe with the economics of HDD for exceptional
value. Enterprises can cost-effectively consolidate workloads
with concurrent multiprotocol support for virtualized and native
SAN and NAS workloads. You can drive large-scale enterprise
AI, analytics and HPC workloads and multipetabyte file services
without performance degradation.

For more information on how DDN and Tintri IntelliFlash systems can turbo-charge your business success with simplified Intelligent Infrastructure, visit
www.ddn.com/intelliflash or www.tintri.com/intelliflash.
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